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Abstract
Background: Childbirth is a physical and emotional experience. In particular, mothers of high-risk infants often exhibit low maternal self-confidence. Through interactions in the form of touch, maternal sensory stimulation provides comfort for both mother and baby. This study aims to investigate the association between maternal touch in the early postpartum period and the growth of infants as well as maternal self-confidence.

Methods: Thirty-six mother-infant dyads in a level III-IV Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) were analyzed. Maternal touch on various body parts (extremities, face/head, and trunk) was observed, and infant length and feeding volume were assessed by direct measurement of the medical records. Maternal self-confidence was assessed using a questionnaire. Along with descriptive statistics, we conducted correlation and Mann–Whitney U tests.

Results: Although maternal self-confidence decreased over time, that of mothers with a high level of contact with the infant’s face/head or extremities decreased significantly less than that of mothers in the low-contact group. For the baby, the feeding volume of infants with a high degree of maternal contact on their extremities or trunk increased significantly compared with that of the low-contact group.

Conclusions: Mothers’ self-confidence may not improve as the infant grows, but can be strengthened by enhanced touch on the infant’s face/head. Touching the infant’s trunk is related to infant feeding. The research findings emphasize the importance of early maternal touch in the NICU environment and recommend the provision of maternal touch to appropriate body parts to achieve the desired objectives.
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Introduction

Every family looks forward to the birth of a healthy baby. However, a report on high-risk infants (HRIs) by the World Health Organization (WHO) revealed that approximately 15 million babies are born prematurely, before 37 weeks of gestation, and that preterm birth rates are increasing globally [1]. Moreover, the number of first-time mothers aged over 35 years who have a higher risk for
pregnancy complications is constantly growing. During the postpartum period, mothers experience difficulties and stress in adapting to their new roles associated with raising newborns, along with various physical changes caused by childbirth [2]. In the case of HRIs, such difficulties can be further aggravated by the prospect of taking on the role of guardianship for a sick or premature baby. HRIs are admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) immediately after birth. Environmental factors in the NICU, such as noise, light, and various unfavorable stimuli, can be stressors for both mothers and infants [3]. Furthermore, the limited opportunity to provide care during hospitalization in the NICU can make it difficult to adjust to the maternal role [4]. As Trumello et al. [5] asserted, mothers of HRIs regard labor as a negative experience, involving feelings of fear, anxiety, helplessness, and panic. As admission to the NICU is an event that affects both mothers and HRIs, the stress resulting from the NICU environment causes tension and negative emotional and psychological effects during the initial maternal role attainment process, thereby lowering self-confidence [6,7].

As the mother is often the primary caregiver of infants, the mother’s emotions and attitudes responsible for affecting the long-term development of infants should be carefully considered [8,9]. A mothers perceived confidence is an empirical indicator of maternal role attainment, and is essential for a successful transition to the maternal role following childbirth [2]. Maternal self-confidence, which refers to a mother’s perception of her parenting skills and understanding of the infant’s needs, has been considered a fundamental variable in the maternal role [10], showing that the higher the self-confidence, the more complete the mother feels about her role [11]. Increasing self-confidence in the maternal role during the early postpartum period will help HRI mothers to smoothly accept the maternal role in the future and promote nurturing care for the infant [10].

Although noxious sensory exposure can negatively influence the development of HRIs, appropriate sensory experience is effective in comforting them. Even in healthy full-term infants, early physical contact with their mothers is important for breast-feeding, warmth, stimulation, and maternal attachment. Numerous studies on the benefits of sensory experiences in premature infants show positive results for physiological stability, infant growth, and developmental outcomes [12,13]. While some studies have used improved weight gain [14], others have used decreased feeding intolerance, such as reduced gastric residual volume or vomiting in preterm infants [15]. In addition, evidence suggests that tactile stimulation is effective for vagal activity, gastric motility, and hormone secretion associated with food absorption [16]. In particular, kangaroo mother care is associated with weight gain and length gain in low birth weight infants.

Meanwhile, touch is an important modality through which infants and mothers communicate, and it is also a comforting experience for both [17]. Studies with preterm infants have suggested that kangaroo mother care, alone or in combination, may positively affect maternal role confidence [18] and the acquisition of parental roles [19]. Several studies on the effects of maternal massage in premature infants have claimed that it is effective in relieving anxiety. Skin-to-skin care has also been reported to reduce stress and anxiety in mothers of infants with congenital heart disease. For HRIs in the NICU, studies have indicated that the quantity of early neo-maternal exposure is related to the mother’s perception of self-esteem [20].

As touch is the basic form of communication between the mother and infant before verbal communication is formed, infants react differently to different forms of maternal touch, and mothers, in turn, respond to the reactions of the infant. In co-regulated interactions between mother and infant, both the mother and baby dynamically change their own behavior with respect to the ongoing and expected behavior of the other [21]. Mothers of premature infants perform various actions when touching their infants following a pattern of touching from the extremities to the trunk, face, or head [22]. Young infants who are passive participants in the interactions with caregivers react sensitively to subtle changes in maternal touch during the mother-child interaction periods [23], and premature infants who are clinically ill tend to have less motor behavior and show different physiological responses according to the
mother’s static or dynamic stroking on their dorsum [24]. These results are in accordance with the finding that touching different locations of the body has different meanings in the prosocial behavior of males and females [25]. Previous studies have shown that maternal contact with HRI is an important interaction between the baby and the mother, and it can be hypothesized that different parts of the infant’s body in contact with the mother may have different effects on infant growth and maternal self-confidence.

This study aims to isolate the effects of early maternal touch on different body parts provided to HRIs in the NICU for one week. Further, it aims to investigate the association between maternal touch and infant length, feeding volume, and maternal self-confidence. The specific aims of this study are as following: (1) Assess the level of maternal touch, maternal self-confidence, infant length, and feeding volume; (2) Investigate maternal touch by isolating the infant’s body parts (extremities, face/head, and trunk); (3) Identify the associations between maternal touch, maternal self-confidence, infant length, and feeding volume, and; (4) Identify differences in maternal self-confidence, infant length, and feeding volume in association with the body parts of infants touched by their mothers.

**Methods**

1. **Study design**

   To identify the association between maternal touch and the growth of infants and maternal self-confidence, data were collected through both observations and surveys for the cross-sectional descriptive correlational study in the NICU environment during a week in the early postpartum period.

2. **Setting and participants**

   Complete enumeration was utilized to recruit dyads of mothers and their infants who were born and hospitalized in the 60-bed level III-IV NICU at S hospital in Seoul, Korea. Between March and November 2017, all newly admitted infants in the unit were considered, and HRIs who met the criteria were recruited if their mothers agreed to participate in the study. To be enrolled in this study, the inclusion criteria for mothers included the following: (1) within seven days postpartum, the earliest time that researchers could access research participants who gave birth to HRIs to minimize the number of uncounted touches; (2) ability to speak, read, and write in Korean; and (3) free of physical or mental illness. Inclusion criteria for infants were as follows: (1) admitted to the NICU immediately after birth, (2) postnatal age under seven days, and (3) medically stable. HRI cases with ventilators, congenital anomalies, severe neurological problems, or fasting were excluded.

   In this study, 45 mother–infant dyads were enrolled. The sample size was determined using G*power 3.1.9, based on an effect size of 0.5 [20], with a significance level of 0.05. The two-tailed power level of the study, with 34 mother–infant dyads, was 0.8. Considering the 20% dropout rate, 45 dyads were required. Given the exploratory nature of this preliminary study, the sample size was considered appropriate. Within two to three visits after hospitalization of the selected HRIs, the researcher met with their mothers and collected the data, including the maternal self-confidence questionnaire. Data on infant characteristics, length, and feeding volume were also collected.

3. **Instruments**

   1) **General characteristics of mothers and infants**

      Data on the general characteristics of mothers (age, parity, educational level, occupation, socioeconomic level, planned pregnancy, and marital status) and infants (gestational age, birth weight, APGAR (Appearance, Pulse, Grimace, Activity, and Respiration) score, sex, and delivery method) were collected through a structured questionnaire based on previous research.

   2) **Maternal self-confidence**

      A questionnaire was used to assess maternal self-confidence. Maternal self-confidence was measured using Lee’s [26] questionnaire, which assesses maternal role self-confidence among the Measures of Maternal Adaptation. Rated on a 4-point Likert scale, this 14-item scale reflects a mother’s confidence in her role performance, with higher scores indicating higher maternal self-confidence. In this study, the average scores over multiple measurement scales were used. In Lee’s study [26], the scale’s Cronbach’s $\alpha$ was reported to be .96. In this study,
the internal consistency reliability for maternal self-confidence variable ranged from .92 (baseline, before touch) to .94 (1-week follow-up, after touch).

3) Maternal touch

Maternal touch was measured by observing how the mother sought to interact with the infant during the visit. An observation checklist was compiled by combining the attachment behaviors of mothers of premature infants identified by Tilokskulchai et al. [22] and the Parent-Infant Caregiving Touch Scale by Koukounari et al. [27]. The items were composed of $3 \times 6$ cells so that the infant’s contacted body parts (i.e., extremities, trunk, and face/head) were crossed with a combination of the mother’s touch intensity and touch type (i.e., touching with fingertip, scratching with fingertip, touching with palm, rubbing with palm, patting, and squeezing). During the visit time, the mothers’ behavior was continuously observed by both the researcher and a trained nurse. Higher total scores indicate higher levels of maternal touch. To validate maternal touch counts, the researcher and the nurse in charge simultaneously collected data through direct observation, and the concordance between the two evaluators was recorded.

4) Growth of infants

To assess the growth of infants, their length was measured directly by the first author, and feeding volume was measured using electronic medical records. Infant length refers to the average of the two values (in cm) measured twice at a time from head to toe in the position with both legs fully stretched using the same plastic tape measure. The infants’ legs were stretched and measured by two nurses to keep the head in the midline while measuring the length, following the medical center protocol. In this unit, all infants were fed eight meals per day using the same feeding protocol. Enteral feeding of all infants began as soon as possible after birth, and the feeding volume was increased according to weight gain, unless there were signs of feeding intolerance. Most infants received an orogastric or nasogastric tube. While gastric residuals were not checked every three hours, suspected signs of feeding intolerance, such as vomiting, abdominal distension, gross or occult blood in the stool, apnea, bradycardia, and temperature instability, were closely monitored [28]. If any of these warning signs were observed, gastric residuals were measured and the feeding volume was adjusted in consideration of the residual amount. The feeding volume was obtained by measuring the total amount of milk consumed by bottle-feeding or gavage tubes for 24 hours in ml.

4. Procedure

The study was approved by the institutional review board (IRB) (number:2017-02-051-001). The first author educated coworkers about the purpose of the study and the maternal touch checklist beforehand. When the HRI admitted to the NICU met the inclusion criteria, the researcher (the first author) met the mother in consideration of the mother’s condition, explained the purpose of the study, and obtained their consent. Maternal self-confidence was measured in a state where the mother had little experience with touch, and the time was approximately 2~3 days postpartum.

Maternal touch provided during the mother’s visits was observed and quantitatively measured for one week. At the end of one week of observation, maternal self-confidence was assessed through survey questionnaires.

The researcher obtained information about the next anticipated visit time from the mothers, and when the mother visited, the researcher and the nurse in charge stayed in the same space to observe the mother-infant interaction. In all cases, the researcher observed maternal touch over one hour of visiting and measured it for a week using the checklist. To minimize the error in touch count data, two evaluators simultaneously and independently observed and evaluated maternal touch. Concordance between the two evaluators in the maternal touch measurements was recorded. During the visits, mothers voluntarily engaged in touching behavior; they were not provided with any guidelines that could modify their behavior.

Infants’ length and feeding volume were measured daily by the first author and other nurses working in the NICU for a week, starting from the day the mother agreed to participate in the study, following the general procedure of the hospital. Considering the physiological weight loss immediately after birth and the fetal-infant growth chart for preterm infants
(weight, head circumference, and length), we decided to measure the growth of the infants by length. In addition, feeding volume was measured to confirm the degree of adaptation to the extraterrestrial environment, such as intestinal motility, digestive capability, stable breathing, and increased stomach volume [28]. Infants with a stable medical condition in the study received the same routine care in the same environment, other than the stimulation provided by their mothers. Routine care included feeding (every 3 hours), regular diaper changes, and daily bathing. To minimize confounding stimulation to the infants, all healthcare providers during the research period did not touch or hold infants except for feeding, diaper change, and bathing.

5. Data analysis

Descriptive and bivariate analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows (version 25.0: IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the participants’ characteristics, maternal self-confidence, maternal touch, infant length, and feeding volume. The relationships between maternal touch and the other variables were examined using Pearson’s correlations. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to verify the normality of the distributions. As some variables were not normally distributed, considering the small sample size and consistent application of validation methods to each variable, non-parametric statistical analysis that did not assume the normality of each variable was required [29]. This was performed to prevent a possible bias in the presence of extreme values. Thus, the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was used to compare the group values of maternal self-confidence, infant length, and feeding volume according to the different degrees of maternal touch over a one-week period. After dividing all respondents into two groups through a median split, Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted to verify the differences in dependent variables between groups. As one of the main objectives of this study was to investigate the relationship between subdivided maternal touch and each dependent variable, the group membership of respondents belonging to both groups through median separation differed for each type of maternal touch. For this non-parametric group comparison, cases were removed from the analysis if the dependent measures included missing values.

Results

1. General characteristics of participants

In this study, the data of 36 of the 45 mother-infant dyads who initially participated were analyzed, excluding infants whose observation period was less than seven days. The patients’ general characteristics are listed in Table 1. The average age of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mother (n=36)</th>
<th>Infant (n=36)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>33.2 (3.68)</td>
<td>33.5 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primipara</td>
<td>22 (61.1)</td>
<td>14 (38.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipara</td>
<td>14 (38.9)</td>
<td>27 (75.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>4 (11.1)</td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergrad</td>
<td>27 (75.0)</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grad school</td>
<td>5 (13.9)</td>
<td>Delivery method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vaginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>19 (52.8)</td>
<td>Cesarean section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic level</td>
<td></td>
<td>27 (75.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>3 (8.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>24 (67.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>9 (25.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned pregnancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>23 (63.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td>36 (100)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M: mean, SD: standard deviation, APGAR: appearance, pulse, grimace, activity, and respiration, min: minutes.
mothers who participated in the study was 33.2 years. Fourteen mothers were multiparous, but only one had prior experience of delivering an HRI. The majority of mothers had undergraduate degrees (75%), and a little over half were employed (52.8%). In this study, 25% of the mothers reported an economic level below the middle level. Pregnancy was planned in 63.9% of mothers. All infants were born between 25 and 38 weeks of gestational age and received standard NICU care, except for maternal contact during the visit. Infants’ mean gestational age was 33.5 weeks and mean birth weight was 1855 g. Infants’ APGAR score at one and five minutes was 7.76 and 9.09, respectively. Most infants were female (61.1%) and delivered via cesarean section (75%).

2. Description of maternal touch, maternal self-confidence, infant length, and feeding volume

Upon observing maternal contact for seven days from the time when there was little postpartum contact, 12.1% of all visits did not intend to touch the infant. All contact behaviors were measured using a checklist. As a result of analyzing the behaviors of all mothers who touched their infants, the frequency of maternal touch by contact area was as follows: the count of ‘extremities’ was 86, ‘trunk’ was 103, and ‘face/head’ was 76.

Prior to the analyses, the normality of each variable was checked. Based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality (K-S) test, it was revealed that only the maternal self-confidence variable was normal. All maternal touch variables showed significant K-S statistic values touch on the extremities (K-S=.199, p=.001), on the face/head (K-S=.214, p<.001), and on the body (K-S=.197, p=.001), rejecting the normality assumption. Infant variables such as infant length (K-S=.202, p=.001) and feeding volume (K-S=.161, p=.020) did not hold normality. Thus, there is no pair of variables in which both met the normality condition. Therefore, non-parametric Spearman’s rho statistic was used to analyze the association among variables, and the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was used to compare group differences in later sections.

Descriptive statistics of the variables are presented in Table 2, including maternal self-confidence, infant length, and feeding volume (measured on the first day of study participation and on the seventh day after maternal touch). Based on a comparison before and after maternal touch, maternal self-confidence decreased by an average of 0.12, from 2.17 to 2.05. During the one week of maternal touch, both infant length and feeding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. One-week comparison of dependent measurement (N=36)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal self-confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants’ length (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants’ feeding volume (ml/day)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD: standard deviation, IQR: Interquartile range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Spearman correlation coefficients among measurement variables (N=36)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal touch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face/head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal self-confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants’ length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infants’ feeding volume</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maternal touch variables are measured as the mean count values of multiple visits and other variables are measured as the differences in mean values of each variable before and after maternal touch.

*Spearman correlation coefficient (rho).
volume increased. In terms of median values, the length changed from 43.0 to 43.2 cm while the feeding volume changed from 240.0 to 296.0 ml. For the dispersion of non-normal variables, the interquartile range was used instead of the standard deviation.

3. Associations among maternal touch, maternal self-confidence, infant length, and feeding volume

Table 3 shows the Spearman correlation coefficients for the degree of maternal touch measured by the extremities, face/head, and trunk, and the changes in the average values of maternal self-confidence, infant length, and infants’ feeding volume before and after maternal touch. The number of maternal extremity contacts and face/head contacts was positively correlated with the number of trunk contacts ($r_s=.514$, $p=.001$; $r_s=.618$, $p<.001$). The number of maternal trunk contacts was positively correlated with the change in feeding volume of the HRIs ($r_s=.468$, $p=.004$). There was no correlation between maternal self-confidence and the infant variables.

4. Differences in maternal self-confidence, infant length and feeding volume according to maternal touch by infant body parts

Table 4 shows the differences in average values of maternal self-confidence, infant length, and infant feeding volume for one week in the median-split groups with high and low levels of maternal touch by body parts (extremities, face/head, and trunk). The results of the detailed analysis of maternal and infant variables, according to the body part of the infant in contact with the mother using the Mann-Whitney U test (Table 4) showed that the overall touch score was not statistically significantly related to maternal self-confidence. Nevertheless, interestingly, according to the subgroup effect of each body part of the infant touched by the mother, the decrease in the average score of maternal self-confidence in the group with a high level of contact with the extremities was significantly lower than that of their counterparts ($Z=−2.27$, $p=.023$). The group with a high level of contact with the face/head also showed a significantly lower decline in maternal self-confidence compared to the other groups.
In Fig. 1, graphs depict the changes in the mean values of maternal self-confidence by body part (extremities, face/head, and trunk) for the groups with high and low maternal touch. For example, the maternal self-confidence of the high head-touch group decreased from 2.12 to 2.10, while the value of the low head touch group decreased from 2.23 to 2.00, showing the largest difference. These graphs suggest that the meaning of maternal touch as a form of communication can differ between mothers and infants. Touch on a certain body part (head) may have a stronger impact on the mother’s emotion, whereas touch on another certain part (trunk) may have a stronger impact on the infant’s physical development.

For the infant’s side, the Mann-Whitney U test revealed that the group with a high degree of maternal contact with the infant’s extremities ($Z=-2.11, p=.036$) and trunk ($Z=-2.74, p=.005$) had significantly greater changes in feeding volume than the group with a low level (Table 4). The increase in infant length was not correlated with any form of maternal contact.

**Discussion**

This study analyzed the consequences of different forms of touch on HRI early in life. During a weeklong observation period of maternal touch, the average maternal self-confidence score decreased. This is in accordance with previous findings suggesting that various stresses experienced by mothers of HRIs result in maternal role tension and negative emotional and psychological effects in early maternal role attainment [6,7]. It could be
inferred that physical separation resulting from the baby’s admission to the NICU interrupts emotional exchanges and that mothers who have reduced opportunities to interact with and take care of their infants may be vulnerable to maternal role attainment. However, interestingly, we found a significant positive relationship between touching infants’ extremities and face/head and confidence in the maternal role. Looking at the sum of the touch scores alone, contact behavior does not appear to be related to mothers’ perceptions. Nevertheless, a detailed analysis of each body part revealed that touching infants’ extremities and face/head had a positive relationship with maternal self-confidence. Over time, maternal self-confidence decreased by 0.12 points on average, but for mothers who had a lot of contact with their infant’s face/head, it was reduced by 0.007 points on average. In contrast, for mothers who had little contact with the infant’s face or head, the score dropped significantly to 0.23. Likewise, in the case of mothers who had frequent contact with the infants’ extremities, the average decrease in the maternal self-confidence score was small. As it is not possible to compare these results because of the lack of studies on the effects of skin contact by site, further research on the relevance of psychological factors to the contact area is needed. In contrast, maternal self-confidence did not show any correlation with an increase in growth variables, such as infant length and feeding volume. Although research on changes in maternal self-confidence is insufficient for the purpose of comparison, it has been found that mothers who experience kangaroo holding have less depression and more positive perceptions of their infants than mothers who receive standard treatment [30]. Similarly, maternal touch and positive maternal perceptions were positively correlated.

With regard to infants’ feeding volume, our findings are consistent with those of Field et al. [31], who showed that tactile stimulation through contact increases the secretion of gastrin and insulin, and ultimately affects weight gain by increasing digestive absorption. In our study, during the initial period of NICU admission, maternal touch on the infant’s trunk was statistically correlated with an increase in the feeding volume of the HRIs. Moreover, when examining the areas of the infant bodies being touched, it was found that contact with the extremities and trunk was significantly associated with increased feeding volume. There is no reference for these findings, owing to the lack of studies analyzing the effects of contact sites. However, it has been reported that various forms of massage therapy affect factors related to the growth of preterm infants, for example, increased serum insulin levels, gastric activity, and vagal activity [32]. This result supports our finding that maternal touch to the trunk and extremities is significantly related to increased infant feeding volume from the point of view of the contact area. We did not find a significant difference in length growth in infants who received more maternal touch. Rather, a large change in length growth of babies who had a small amount of touch from their mothers was observed. This study’s results contradict the findings that premature infants who received a massage from their mother were significantly taller than other infants [14]. However, our results are consistent with the results of a previous study on multisensory intervention [33], which showed that premature infants who received H-HOPE (Hospital to Home Transition-Optimizing Premature Infant’s Environment) grew slower than the control group in the early part of hospitalization but grew faster than the control group after approximately two weeks. The index of infant length is sensitive to long-term periods, and poor growth in length is associated with delayed neurological development [14]. In this study, length growth was measured for a week in the early stage of birth; therefore, additional research is needed to measure length growth for a longer period in the future.

Although this study is exploratory in nature, it shows meaningful results, suggesting that touching different body parts can be related to different meanings for both the mother and infant. Our finding that touching the infants’ extremities and face/head is correlated with increased maternal self-confidence reinforces previous research showing that kangaroo mother care helped fathers of premature infants attain their parental role [19]. However, in the case of infants, it was found that the mother’s touching of the infants’ extremities and trunk was correlated with an increase in the
infant’s feeding volume. This result reinforces Kim and Bang’s [13] finding in which preterm infants who received a massage in the NICU reached full enteral feeding earlier. In other words, it suggests that physical contact, which is an important means of communication in mother-infant interactions, may have different meanings depending on the body part being touched. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine maternal touch by dividing the infant’s body parts and examining how it is simultaneously related to maternal self-confidence and infant growth at the same time. These interesting results could provide new perspectives for NICU care during the earliest times during NICU admissions may be a strategy that can increase confidence in the maternal role and promote continued infant growth.

This study provides evidence to suggest that maternal touch in the early postpartum period is associated with maternal self-confidence and infant feeding volume, and that touching different body parts (extremities, face/head, trunk) may have different meanings for mothers and babies while they are in the NICU. Most mothers are afraid to even touch a newborn baby for the first time, and this is especially true for HRIs. In addition, depending on the general condition of the HRI, holding the baby may be prohibited in the NICU. Based on the present results, we recommend the provision of maternal touch to appropriate body parts to achieve the desired objectives. To increase maternal self-confidence, intervention programs to enhance contact with the infant’s face/head or extremities will be helpful, whereas infant feeding volume can be increased by enhancing contact with the trunk or extremities. The research results support the expected effect of kangaroo mother care but also decompose the effect of body parts on infants’ physical and mothers’ psychological parameters. Based on the findings of this study, one can develop kangaroo mother care practice further to target the specific body part area in practice to improve the physical and psychological aspects. It is important to provide effective touch-based interventions that provide optimal effects to both infants and mothers exposed to vulnerable environments that hinder early contact because of their admission to the NICU. Additionally, it is necessary to find various factors that can influence maternal self-confidence and continue exploring the relationship between touch-based mother-child interaction and long-term mother-child factors.

Finally, our results emphasize the importance of early maternal touch in the NICU environment, where mothers and newborns are separated. Furthermore, it provides empirical evidence that early maternal touch enhances the perception of confidence in the role of the mother and the feeding volume of HRIs. As this study was conducted in one hospital, the results might not be generalizable to all NICUs. Another limitation of this study is that it explored the difference between variables according to touch without controlling for sociodemographic and individual temperament, which could be related to maternal self-confidence, infant length, and feeding volume. However, considering the use of conservative non-parametric statistics to interpret the results, statistically significant results are the basis for contributing to this topic. Future studies should examine the effects of maternal touch by contact area in order to generalize the results. In addition, since maternal self-confidence reflects the mother’s psychological state and can be affected by various factors, further research is needed to examine factors other than maternal touch and infant growth, which were limited to one week in this study. HRI is ultimately a member of the family and is raised under the care of the family, including the mother. Nurses caring for patients with HRIs in the NICU need to provide family support by including the family within the domain of the client. Our findings suggest that developing and implementing nursing interventions to encourage effective contact during limited visit times during NICU admissions may be a strategy that can increase confidence in the maternal role and promote continued infant growth.
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